Introduction {#S0001}
============

Changes in the amount and distribution of 5-methylcytosine (5mC) in human DNA are of major importance to development and disease although the details of the many and varied relationships between DNA methylation and expression are still being untangled. Genomic 5mC is the predominant genetically programmed modification of human DNA, and the vast majority of 5mC is located in CG dinucleotides (CpGs) in human tissues other than brain and embryonic stem cells (ESC) \[[1](#CIT0001)\]. The other naturally modified bases in the human genome are derived from 5mC, except for 6-methyladenine, which is present in extremely low amounts and mostly in mitochondrial DNA \[[2](#CIT0002),[3](#CIT0003)\]. The second most common modified base in human DNA is 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC). Biochemical and biological properties of 5mC and 5hmC differ \[[4](#CIT0004)--[6](#CIT0006)\]. Like 5mC, the genomic distribution and global levels of 5hmC are tissue-specific and disease-specific \[[1](#CIT0001),[2](#CIT0002),[7](#CIT0007)\]. Vertebrate DNA methylation generally refers just to 5mC in DNA but 5mC and 5hmC are indistinguishable by many assay methods still currently in use \[[8](#CIT0008)\]. In many studies (e.g., various bisulfite-based assays), minor amounts of the detected changes in 'DNA methylation' are attributable to the usually much lower levels of 5hmC \[[9](#CIT0009)\]. This review focuses on a tiny fraction of the \>9000 articles in the last 20 years that describe increases in genomic 5mC (DNA hypermethylation) in disease relative to appropriate control tissues or cell populations. Only minor mention of 5hmC will be made, mostly in its (non-exclusive) role \[[2](#CIT0002),[9](#CIT0009)--[11](#CIT0011)\] as an intermediate in DNA demethylation \[[12](#CIT0012),[13](#CIT0013)\]. In addition, disease-related DNA hypomethylation is equally important as DNA hypermethylation (e.g., \[[7](#CIT0007),[14](#CIT0014)--[18](#CIT0018)\],) but only DNA hypermethylation in cancer and other diseases is the focus of this review.

DNA hypermethylation has many roles in tissue-specific transcription control {#S0001-S2001}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Various studies implicate tissue- or cell type-specific DNA hypermethylation or hypomethylation at cis-acting transcription regulatory regions in the control of gene expression during development (e.g., \[[1](#CIT0001),[19](#CIT0019)--[23](#CIT0023)\],). Tissue-specific promoter hypermethylation influences gene expression most notably at promoter regions that are rich in CpGs \[[24](#CIT0024)\]. However, tissue-specific DNA hypermethylation occurs more frequently in actively transcribed gene bodies and in intragenic or intergenic enhancers than at promoters \[[1](#CIT0001),[25](#CIT0025)--[27](#CIT0027)\]. Understanding the differentiation-related roles for tissue-specific and cell type or cell composition-specific DNA hypermethylation \[[28](#CIT0028)\] is important for evaluating the biological functionality of disease-related DNA hypermethylation.

Known or likely roles of DNA hypermethylation in cis regulation of transcription include the following: Silencing gene promoters, usually as a result of extensive DNA methylation near the transcription start site (TSS) in regions rich in CpGs \[[19](#CIT0019),[29](#CIT0029)\] by regulating the binding of transcription factors (TFs) or other DNA-binding proteins and/or by altering chromatin modification or structure \[[30](#CIT0030)--[32](#CIT0032)\] ([Figure 1a](#F0001); note that the majority of human promoters are essentially unmethylated in all normal tissues);Silencing enhancers or alternatively down-modulating them without complete loss of their activity \[[33](#CIT0033)\] ([Figure 1b](#F0001));Facilitating transcription in gene bodies partly by silencing cryptic intragenic promoters \[[9](#CIT0009),[25](#CIT0025)\] ([Figure 1c](#F0001));Aiding transcription by maintaining the borders of active promoters or enhancers and thereby providing a barrier against repressive chromatin encroaching into the promoter or enhancer or activating chromatin spreading too far outward \[[14](#CIT0014),[34](#CIT0034)\] ([Figure 1d](#F0001));Indirectly regulating transcription of protein-encoding genes in cis by controlling expression of adjacent long intergenic non-coding RNA genes (lincRNA genes), which are often close to the 5ʹ end of the protein-encoding gene \[[33](#CIT0033)\] ([Figure 1e](#F0001));Regulating in cis the nature of the transcript, rather than its levels, by controlling the use of alternative splice sites during co-transcriptional splicing or the choice of alternative promoters \[[34](#CIT0034),[35](#CIT0035)\] ([Figure 1f](#F0001));Controlling higher-order chromatin structure by inhibiting binding of CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF), a chromatin-looping protein, or by altering histone modifications in a large region of the DNA landscape \[[14](#CIT0014),[36](#CIT0036),[37](#CIT0037)\] ([Figure 1g](#F0001)).Other gene-neighbour effects like tissue-specific DNA methylation of small protein-encoding genes embedded in an intron of a larger dissimilar gene \[[38](#CIT0038)\] or of a tissue-specific enhancer in one gene linked to expression of the neighbouring gene \[[39](#CIT0039)\] ([Figure 1g](#F0001)).10.1080/15592294.2019.1638701-F0001Figure 1.Developmental or disease-associated DNA hypermethylation can modulate gene expression in various ways. (a) and (b), down-regulation of gene expression by DNA hypermethylation (either initiating or stabilizing gene repression). (c) and (d), positive associations of DNA hypermethylation with gene expression. (e) and (g), positive or negative associations with gene expression. (f), effects on the nature of the transcript (RNA isoform), which can occur without changes the steady-state levels of the transcript.

DNA methylation can act in concert with, prior to, or subsequent to chromatin epigenetic changes (especially histone modifications and stable binding of non-histone proteins) to regulate transcription \[[1](#CIT0001)\]. DNA methylation, as a more stable epigenetic modification than repressive chromatin marks, can silence or down-modulate promoters or enhancers even without concomitant histone repressive modifications. Differential DNA methylation may often help stabilize a transcriptional state (often in conjunction with repressive chromatin epigenetics) as in X-chromosome inactivation in eutherian mammals \[[40](#CIT0040)\], rather than establish it. However, that too is an essential function for normal development, homeostasis, and some long-lasting changes in cellular physiology.

Caveats in DNA methylation analyses {#S0001-S2002}
-----------------------------------

There are many possible confounding factors in assigning causal roles to DNA methylation changes in diseased tissues. Some of these are as follows: Ascertaining that the examined tissue is meaningful to the analyzed phenotype (e.g., blood, buccal samples or saliva sometimes, but not always, provide DNA methylation markers relevant to other tissues \[[41](#CIT0041)\]);Confirming the differential DNA methylation findings in biological replicates and by different assay methods (e.g., \[[42](#CIT0042),[43](#CIT0043)\],) to rule out technical problems and individual-specific variation in methylation of the examined CpG sites, unless it is a population study looking at person-specific epigenetic variation \[[44](#CIT0044)\];Compensating for cell composition changes (although these are being addressed with increasing precision \[[45](#CIT0045)\]) and considering possible allele-specific differences in DNA methylation \[[14](#CIT0014)\];Ruling out biologically unimportant bystander effects or neutral changes in DNA methylation consequent to expression changes (e.g., \[[46](#CIT0046)--[48](#CIT0048)\],);Determining if a specific DNA methylation pattern persists from an earlier stage in development, physiology or disease as a non-functional relic \[[49](#CIT0049)\] or as a permissive DNA environment for possible inducible transcriptional changes \[[50](#CIT0050)\] rather than as a biologically active mark in the studied tissue;

DNA hypermethylation as markers for a broad variety of diseases {#S0002}
===============================================================

Abnormal increases in methylation at specific DNA sequences can serve as biomarkers for a variety of diseases. However, most of the many hundreds of potential biomarker applications are still under development rather than already in clinical use, with some notable exceptions, such as, hypermethylation at eight genes in cancer biomarker assays included in clinical guidelines \[[51](#CIT0051)\] and 5ʹ *FMR1* methylation in molecular assays for the fragile X syndrome \[[52](#CIT0052)\].

The major types of applications for DNA hypermethylation markers for clinical use are as follows: Diagnostic markers \[[51](#CIT0051)--[56](#CIT0056)\];Prognostic markers \[[51](#CIT0051),[57](#CIT0057)--[59](#CIT0059)\];Markers for tailoring the best treatment for a subclass of the disease \[[51](#CIT0051),[57](#CIT0057),[59](#CIT0059),[60](#CIT0060)\]﻿;Markers for monitoring treatment efficacy \[[58](#CIT0058)\];Markers for identifying genes to be examined for development of genetically or epigenetically targeted therapies \[[57](#CIT0057)\].

DNA hypermethylation markers (as well as hypomethylation markers) have been studied most extensively in cancer but, recently, aberrant DNA hypermethylation is being implicated in more and more disparate diseases, as described further below with some examples.

Cancer-linked DNA hypermethylation {#S0003}
==================================

Cancer epigenetics background {#S0003-S2001}
-----------------------------

Very many studies indicate that changes in DNA methylation contribute to cancer (e.g., \[[7](#CIT0007),[19](#CIT0019),[48](#CIT0048),[53](#CIT0053),[59](#CIT0059)--[66](#CIT0066)\]). Cancers characteristically display extensive hypomethylation of DNA repeats and large regions of DNA as well as frequent focal DNA hypermethylation \[[7](#CIT0007),[14](#CIT0014),[29](#CIT0029),[37](#CIT0037),[67](#CIT0067)--[69](#CIT0069)\]. A DNA sequence that is normally partly methylated can even be hypermethylated in some specimens of a given cancer type and hypomethylated in others \[[70](#CIT0070)\]. Analogously, it was found that a gene promoter region could be hypermethylated in one neurological disease and hypomethylated at the same DNA sequence in a different neurological disease \[[56](#CIT0056)\].

Cancer-linked promoter and non-promoter hypermethylation {#S0003-S2002}
--------------------------------------------------------

Cancer DNA hypermethylation has been studied most extensively at promoters ([Figure 1a](#F0001)), which often are embedded in CpG-rich regions of \~1--2 kb called CpG islands or CGIs \[[37](#CIT0037),[48](#CIT0048),[71](#CIT0071)--[73](#CIT0073)\]. About 50% of human promoters (both DNA sequences immediately upstream and downstream of the TSS) overlap CGIs, and another \~22% of mammalian promoters are CpG rich without meeting the definition of a CGI \[[58](#CIT0058)\]. About 95% of CGI promoter regions are essentially unmethylated in normal human tissues irrespective of the expression level of the associated gene. Although CGIs are preferentially found near TSSs and partly overlapping promoters, many occur in other positions including in gene bodies, intergenic regions, at CGI shores (i.e., within 2 kb of another CGI), and even sometimes in enhancers \[[58](#CIT0058),[74](#CIT0074)\]. Like CGI promoters, CGIs in enhancers are highly susceptible to cancer-associated DNA hypermethylation \[[74](#CIT0074)\].

Cancer-associated hypermethylation at non-promoter regions as well as at CGI promoters was seen in a quantitative methylation analysis (bisulfite pyrosequencing) of 19 cancer-associated hypermethylation markers in invasive breast cancers, adjacent histologically normal tissue and reduction mammoplasty controls \[[48](#CIT0048)\]. In this study, cancer-linked hypermethylation was observed at four CGI-promoter regions, two intronic CGIs, two CpG-enriched regions that did not meet the definition of a CGI but were within CGI shores, and one far-upstream CGI. The latter was 5.6 kb upstream of the 5ʹ end of *EN1*, which encodes a homeobox TF. This far-upstream CGI was also hypermethylated in normal *EN1*-expressing myoblasts and skeletal muscle relative to various non-expressing normal cell cultures or tissues. This result indicates a positive relationship between gene expression and DNA methylation at this intergenic CGI in normal samples, possibly through the mechanism shown in [Figure 1d](#F0001). In contrast, in breast cancer, this hypermethylation was associated with gene silencing probably because of spreading of the methylation through to the promoter itself \[[48](#CIT0048)\].

Cancer-linked CGI hypermethylation in already repressed promoters {#S0003-S2003}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Introduction of high levels of DNA methylation throughout an active CpG-rich promoter region of protein-coding or non-coding genes (ncRNA genes) is almost always associated with repression of that gene's transcription unless the gene contains an alternative unmethylated promoter ([Figure 1a, f)](#F0001) \[[19](#CIT0019),[33](#CIT0033),[58](#CIT0058),[59](#CIT0059)\]. However, most promoters that display cancer-associated hypermethylation are linked to genes that were already silenced in control tissues by repressive chromatin marks (polycomb or PcG repression, enrichment in histone H3 lysine-27 trimethylation, H3K27me3) \[[29](#CIT0029),[75](#CIT0075),[76](#CIT0076)\]. In control cells, especially in ESC, these promoters usually display so-called bivalent (poised) chromatin, namely, both repressive chromatin marks (enrichment in H3K27me3) and active promoter-like marks (H3K4me3), and the associated genes are silent or only very weakly transcribed \[[77](#CIT0077)\]. In cancers, the disease-linked promoter DNA hypermethylation (which usually occurs with the loss of H3K27me3) might prevent induction of transcription under otherwise inducing conditions \[[29](#CIT0029),[78](#CIT0078)\], as seen in some bivalent promoters upon differentiation of ESC \[[79](#CIT0079)\]. Nonetheless, occasionally CpG-rich promoters, including those encoding certain tumour suppressor proteins or miRNAs, are active in normal tissues but become repressed upon hypermethylation in cancer \[[57](#CIT0057)\]. Even the cancer-linked promoter methylation events that are without biological effect and are just bystanders in waves of oncogenesis-linked epigenetic dysregulation can serve as very useful markers for cancer.

CpG island methylator phenotype as a cancer biomarker {#S0003-S2004}
-----------------------------------------------------

The CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP) is exhibited by cancers that have mostly coordinate hypermethylation of small sets of CGI promoters which tend to be hypermethylated together in a given tumour subtype \[[57](#CIT0057)\]. In addition, oncogenesis-specific but sporadic DNA methylation in other CGI promoters is observed in both CIMP-positive and CIMP-negative cancers \[[57](#CIT0057)\].

In non-familial colon cancers, three distinct CIMP subgroups have been described as follows \[[57](#CIT0057)\]: CIMP-high, where a set of CGI promoters, including those of tumour suppressor genes *CDKN2A* (cell cycling gene) and *MLH1* (mismatch repair gene) are often coordinately hypermethylated in the cancers;CIMP-low, where only partial and infrequent hypermethylation at CIMP-diagnostic promoters is seen;Non-CIMP, where there are only very low rates of hypermethylation at this set of promoters.

A constellation of characteristics distinguishes CIMP-high, CIMP-low and non-CIMP cancers. For example, only CIMP-high sporadic colon cancers display high microsatellite instability, low frequencies of chromosome instability, and high frequencies of a pro-oncogenic *BRAF* mutation (V600E), and susceptibility to 5-fluorouracil chemotherapy \[[57](#CIT0057)\]. In CIMP-high colon cancers, only \~7% of the cancer-hypermethylated promoters had accompanying transcription down-regulation (at least two-fold) in cancer vs. adjacent histologically normal tissue \[[76](#CIT0076)\]. Importantly, these genes are often driver genes for the formation of colorectal cancer and include the TF-encoding *FOXD2* gene, inhibitors of Wnt signalling *SFRP1* and *SFRP2*, and *MLH1*, whose inactivation by promoter hypermethylation or by mutation causes microsatellite instability and increased rates of point mutations \[[57](#CIT0057),[76](#CIT0076)\].

Cancer hypermethylation and gene silencing in the Wnt signalling pathway {#S0003-S2005}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Wnt signalling pathway plays central roles in determining cell fate decisions in early embryogenesis and in the development and maintenance of stem cells \[[80](#CIT0080)\]. Pathogenic activation of Wnt signalling is often involved in early stages of carcinogenesis \[[80](#CIT0080)\]. *DKK3* and *DKK4* encode Wnt signalling inhibitors and frequently undergo epigenetic silencing in colon cancers \[[81](#CIT0081)\], like the above-mentioned Wnt-repressive *SFRP1* and *SFRP2* genes. Hypermethylation of the *DKK3* and *DKK4* promoters in cancer is associated with decreased expression of *TET1*, which itself is a common feature of colon cancer \[[81](#CIT0081),[82](#CIT0082)\]. *DKK3* and *DKK4* hypermethylation was reversed by experimental up-regulation of *TET1* \[[81](#CIT0081)\]. As described below in the section on TET enzymes, these enzymes protect CGIs from accumulating abnormal DNA methylation. *DKK3* and *DKK4* promoter hypermethylation due to cancer-linked decreases in TET1 levels is likely to be an early event in colon carcinogenesis \[[81](#CIT0081)\]. Using publicly available whole-genome bisulfite sequencing data (WGBS) \[[1](#CIT0001),[83](#CIT0083),[84](#CIT0084)\], I illustrate *DKK3* promoter hypermethylation in two colon cancers and even stronger promoter hypermethylation in two breast cancer cell lines vs. seven diverse normal tissues or cell cultures, including colon and an untransformed *DKK3*-expressing breast epithelial cell line ([Figure 2](#F0002)). The consistent lack of DNA methylation in the CGI at the 5ʹ end of *DKK3* in normal samples (even in non-expressing tissues) contrasts with the considerable-to-high levels of methylation at this promoter region in the cancers and cancer cell lines ([Figure 2b-d](#F0002), dotted box). For MCF-7, one of the breast cancer cell lines, transcription data were available and showed that, as expected, promoter hypermethylation was associated with repression of *DKK3* ([Figure 2c](#F0002) and [f](#F0002)).10.1080/15592294.2019.1638701-F0002Figure 2.Illustration of cancer-associated promoter hypermethylation and tissue-specific enhancer hypomethylation that correlate with expression. (a) Isoforms of the *DKK3* tumour suppressor gene, which encodes a repressor of Wnt signalling (chr11:11,981,590--12,036,438, hg19, as seen in the UCSC genome browser \[[84](#CIT0084)\]). Broken arrow, TSS; tall blue boxes, coding exons; short boxes, 5ʹ or 3ʹ non-coding exonic regions. (b) CpG density and the one CpG island (CGI) in this region. (c) DNA methylation levels from WGBS (gold bars) and regions of significantly low DNA methylation relative to the rest of the same genome (horizontal blue bars \[[83](#CIT0083)\]). (d) Publicly available genome-wide mapping of 5hmC in prefrontal cortex (PFC), as determined by TET-assisted bisulfite sequencing \[[11](#CIT0011)\]. (e) Predicted features of chromatin segments determined from histone modifications \[[1](#CIT0001)\]. Str, Wk, Biv Promoter and Str, Wk, Biv Enhancer, chromatin with the histone marks characteristic of strong (active), weak, or bivalent (poised) promoters or enhancers. Enh/Prom, chromatin with histone modifications found in both active promoters and enhancers; Txn-chrom, chromatin with the histone modification of genes actively involved in transcription; Low signal, chromatin with little or no H3 lysine-4, 9, or 27 modifications; Repr, chromatin with repressive H3 lysine-27 trimethylation. (f) RNA-seq for two cell cultures (malignant, MCF-7, vs. non-malignant breast cancer epithelial cells, HMEC) and for tissues (bar graph for median values from hundreds of normal samples \[[110](#CIT0110)\]). Orange lettering, cancer tissues or cell lines; PBMC, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; HMEC, human mammary epithelial cell cultures (untransformed); TPM, transcripts per million.

Cancer-linked enhancer hypermethylation {#S0003-S2006}
---------------------------------------

Recent whole-genome methylation analyses of cancer vs. analogous control DNAs have shown that enhancers often display oncogenesis-linked decreases or increases in DNA methylation \[[74](#CIT0074),[85](#CIT0085),[86](#CIT0086)\]. Changes in DNA methylation at enhancers in cancers have been studied much less often than at promoters, partly because enhancers are more difficult to map experimentally in the appropriate control samples for the cancers. Nonetheless, enhancer hypermethylation is beginning to be implicated in tumorigenesis or tumour progression \[[51](#CIT0051)\]. For example, Glass et al. \[[85](#CIT0085)\] compared methylomes (enhanced reduced representation bisulfite sequencing) of 14 subtypes of acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) to those of normal hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPC). Two of the 14 subtypes, including the *IDH2*-mutant subtype, had frequent leukaemia-associated hypermethylated CpGs at regions that displayed enhancer chromatin in the HSPC controls. Enhancer chromatin was defined by peaks of histone H3 lysine-27 acetylation (H3K27ac) and H3K4me1 in chromatin immunoprecipitation/DNA-seq (ChIP-seq) profiles. Enhancer methylation profiles in AML were better able to predict AML subtype than were DNA methylation changes at promoters, gene bodies, CGIs or CGI-adjacent sequences.

Data downplaying the importance of cancer-related enhancer methylation was provided by Hon et al. \[[14](#CIT0014)\] in an analysis of a breast cancer cell line (HCC1954) and control breast epithelial cell line (HMEC) by WGBS. Their results supported the hypothesis that cancer-hypermethylated enhancers were usually the result of methylation at a partially methylated domain (PMD), at which one allele was marked by PcG repression without DNA methylation while the other allele was highly methylated but without PcG repression. They also concluded that DNA methylation and PcG methylation on a given allele can be mutually exclusive although other studies show that in some DNA contexts both epigenetic marks coexist in a local region \[[87](#CIT0087),[88](#CIT0088)\]. In contrast to the study of cultured breast cancer cells by Hon et al., two studies of breast cancer tissues provided genome-wide evidence for enhancer hypermethylation being significantly correlated with low expression levels \[[74](#CIT0074),[86](#CIT0086)\]. The DNA, chromatin, cell, and cancer subtype contexts probably determine the extent to which enhancer or promoter hypermethylation is contributing to cancer formation or tumour progression.

Cancer-linked gene-body or large-block hypermethylation {#S0003-S2007}
-------------------------------------------------------

Cancer-linked changes in DNA methylation in gene-bodies (other than intragenic enhancers) might pathogenically alter transcription elongation or alternative splicing by affecting binding of the methylation-sensitive CTCF chromatin-looping protein ([Figure 1c, f](#F0001) and [g](#F0001)) \[[64](#CIT0064),[89](#CIT0089)--[91](#CIT0091)\]. In addition, large-scale changes in DNA methylation in blocks (5 kb to 10 Mb) are frequent in cancer \[[14](#CIT0014),[19](#CIT0019),[69](#CIT0069)\]. They contribute to global DNA hypomethylation seen often in cancer \[[92](#CIT0092)\] and could affect higher-order chromatin structure and regulation of gene expression. Only a small percentage of aberrantly methylated large blocks of DNA are cancer-hypermethylated rather than hypomethylated \[[14](#CIT0014),[69](#CIT0069)\]; nonetheless, this hypermethylation too could influence higher-order structure of chromatin ([Figure 1g](#F0001)). Epigenetic breakdown in cancer of normal DNA methylation compartments denoted by low DNA methylation surrounded by borders of high methylation ([Figure 1d](#F0001)) \[[13](#CIT0013),[69](#CIT0069)\] could also change higher-order and local chromatin structure and thereby alter gene expression.

Normal developmental changes in DNA epigenetics gone awry in carcinogenesis {#S0003-S2008}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our discovery of frequent global DNA hypomethylation in diverse human cancers was predicated on the idea that cancer is a kind of derangement of normal development \[[92](#CIT0092),[93](#CIT0093)\], consistent with recent findings of cancer-linked aberrations in the epigenetic machinery that figure prominently in differentiation \[[77](#CIT0077),[94](#CIT0094)\]. One of the most important players in cancer has been receiving much attention lately, namely, cancer stem cells (CSCs) \[[95](#CIT0095)\]. These cells may originate from normal stem/progenitor cells, other normal cells, or from partially dedifferentiated bulk cancer cells \[[95](#CIT0095),[96](#CIT0096)\].

Cancer stem cells {#S0003-S2009}
-----------------

Much evidence indicates that CSCs play a central role in oncogenesis. This includes their being responsible for much of the intra-tumour heterogeneity in tumour aggressiveness, differentiation, chemoresistance, and various markers of oncogenicity \[[96](#CIT0096)\]. There are two major models to explain the large extent of intra-tumour heterogeneity. The first proposes that it results from a buildup of stochastic alterations in many parts of the tumour without the intermediacy of a special set of cancer progenitor cells. The alternative, hierarchical model is that intra-tumour heterogeneity is due to a small set of independent CSCs acting as the main drivers of the formation of a given cancer \[[96](#CIT0096)\]. Much evidence in many of the more than 10,000 articles on CSCs in the last 10 years supports the latter model for most types of cancer. Typically, a cancer is thought to contain several CSC clones, which, in solid tumours, sometimes amount to only \~1% or less of the total tumour cells \[[96](#CIT0096)\]. In solid tumours, CSCs tend to be located in a small number of positions at the tumour periphery, whose microenvironment influences CSC formation and maintenance. CSC clones display some critical early embryonic or stem-like markers and signal transduction pathways but each clone within the tumour can be distinguished by epigenetic and genetic differences. CSC clones can drive the expansion of the number of cancer cells in the tumour and replenish themselves by periodic replicative self-renewal. CSC or related progeny cells can differentiate into cancer cells, which can de-differentiate to generate more CSCs. Importantly, CSCs are characteristically chemo- and radiation-resistant and have the highest metastatic potential within the tumour. Hence, CSC persistence is considered a major source of failure of various cancer treatments \[[96](#CIT0096)\].

Formation of CSCs and tumour progression frequently involves transdifferentiation, especially in solid cancers, the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), the endothelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EndMT), and/or the mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition (MET) \[[96](#CIT0096)\]. DNA hypermethylation and hypomethylation are implicated in these transitions, which are also driven by cell signalling pathways (e.g., Wnt and Notch signalling) \[[80](#CIT0080),[81](#CIT0081)\]. Maintenance of CSC populations can be controlled, in part, by disease-associated DNA hypermethylation. For example, a study indicated that *HOXC8*, which encodes an early development-related homeobox TF, is a suppressor of a stem-like phenotype that can limit the size of the pool of breast CSCs, and *HOXC8* can be downregulated with concomitant promoter hypermethylation in breast cancer \[[97](#CIT0097)\]. Genes encoding epigenetic regulators are frequently mutated or epigenetically dysregulated in CSCs, as they are in bulk cancers \[[80](#CIT0080),[98](#CIT0098)--[100](#CIT0100)\], and experimental manipulation of these genes can be oncogenic \[[101](#CIT0101)\]. To better understand differences and similarities in the epigenetics of CSCs and those of the other cancer cells in the bulk tumour, there is a need for more comparisons of their DNA epigenetics (including hydroxymethylomes), chromatin epigenetics, and transcriptomics, preferably by single-cell techniques on in vivo-derived samples.

Similarities between DNA methylation profiles in the placental lineage and cancer {#S0003-S2010}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Both formation of solid cancers and the normal development of the placental lineage require cell invasion, vascular remodelling, and suppression of the immune system \[[102](#CIT0102)\]. Moreover, both human placenta and many cancers exhibit unusually low overall levels of DNA methylation \[[92](#CIT0092),[103](#CIT0103)\]. A recent study of genome-wide DNA methylation in extraembryonic ectoderm (ExE, early placental/trophoblast lineage) vs. the epiblast (precursor of the main embryo) from mouse prenatal stage E6.5 suggests that carcinogenesis may involve co-opting epigenetic features of a normal specialized developmental program \[[104](#CIT0104)\]. Relative to the epiblast, ExE is often hypermethylated at CpGs within 2 kb of the TSS. In these TSS-adjacent regions, the epiblast usually has little or no methylation, as is the case in postnatal tissues, while the ExE generally displays considerable methylation, although often only in the range of about 25%. At interspersed DNA repeats, the epiblast generally has high methylation, as in postnatal tissues, while the much lower levels in ExE are reminiscent of cancer. Importantly, analysis of methylomes from 16 types of human cancer revealed frequent cancer-associated CGI hypermethylation near the TSS of many of the same genes that are hypermethylated in mouse ExE, although average DNA methylation levels in these regions in cancers were often much higher than in the mouse ExE. The ExE-hypermethylated promoter regions were enriched in PcG repressive chromatin in the epiblast, where they are silenced; therefore, why are these promoter regions subject to repressive de novo DNA methylation specifically in the ExE? Smith et al. \[[104](#CIT0104)\] propose that DNA hypermethylation, rather than just PcG chromatin, at these silenced promoters is needed for more permanent repression in the placental lineage than in the epiblast, similar to a proposal explaining some of the CGI-promoter hypermethylation in cancer \[[46](#CIT0046)\].

Cancer hypermethylation as diagnostic, prognostic, or treatment-related markers {#S0003-S2011}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DNA hypermethylation (or hypomethylation) at specific loci is among the best prognostic indicators for cancer patients \[[49](#CIT0049),[60](#CIT0060),[63](#CIT0063),[105](#CIT0105)\]. Cancer-associated DNA hypermethylation and hypomethylation occur early in tumorigenesis and both typically increase with tumour progression \[[37](#CIT0037),[48](#CIT0048),[53](#CIT0053),[62](#CIT0062),[73](#CIT0073)\]. DNA hypomethylation at high-copy-number DNA repeats provides an especially sensitive cancer marker in diverse tumours \[[7](#CIT0007)\]. However, DNA hypermethylation at CGIs in cancer might be even better than repeat-DNA hypomethylation as a cancer marker because CGI hypermethylation offers the advantage of providing small targets with high concentrations of CpG for assays \[[66](#CIT0066)\]. Clinically applicable assays for promoter CGI hypermethylation of cancer biopsies or surgical samples are being optimized for cancer subtype designations that can increase prognostic accuracy and aid in making decisions about therapeutic strategies \[[59](#CIT0059)\]. Promoter hypermethylation markers for field effects (changes in histologically normal tissue adjacent to the cancer) are being developed to aid in very early detection of neoplastic changes predictive of malignant transformation \[[48](#CIT0048),[53](#CIT0053)\]. DNA methylation tests might supplement cytological tests for intraoperative diagnosis \[[63](#CIT0063)\]. Personally tailored cancer therapy \[[106](#CIT0106)\] should include assays for cancer DNA methylation markers as well as genetic markers because aberrant DNA methylation can target different genes (or alleles) from those affected by mutation in an individual cancer. Such clinical testing can indicate which genes have mutations or DNA methylation changes that are driving formation or progression of a particular cancer and which cancer-altered genes might decrease the effectiveness of a given treatment protocol \[[60](#CIT0060)\].

Assays for cancer hypermethylation at single or multiple CGI-promoter targets using cell-free DNA released by dying cancer cells are being developed for early diagnosis, including of cancers that are difficult to detect at early stages, like ovarian carcinoma \[[54](#CIT0054)\]. These tests supplemented with DNA sequencing for somatic mutations could be used to screen either general or high-risk populations. Composite methylomes from heterogeneous cell-free plasma DNA can be subjected to deconvolution techniques (resolution of complex signals into constituent parts) to distinguish and quantitate the cancer and normal cells giving rise to the DNA mixture \[[55](#CIT0055)\]. Because cancer cells typically retain much of the cell type-specific methylome of the normal cells from which the cancer was derived \[[19](#CIT0019)\], even cancers of otherwise indeterminate origin can often be assigned to a tissue category by DNA methylation analysis. Body fluid, buccal or faecal tests for one or more informative CGI promoters can be done using either methylation markers associated with a given type of cancer or markers broadly associated with diverse cancers \[[63](#CIT0063),[65](#CIT0065),[66](#CIT0066)\]. For example, a test for colon cancer by assaying hypermethylation at a *SEPT9* CpG island in plasma samples is in clinical use \[[66](#CIT0066)\]. This *SEPT9* hypermethylation is an excellent diagnostic and prognostic colon cancer marker although its biological function in cancer (if any) is unkown \[[57](#CIT0057)\]. Caveats about diagnostic testing for disease-associated DNA methylation changes include initially ascertaining high specificity for pathogenicity as distinct from normal cell type- or age-related methylation changes, avoiding trace chemical contamination of PCR products, and ensuring that the optimal CpGs within a given region displaying cancer-linked DNA methylation changes are being analyzed \[[51](#CIT0051)\].

Neurological disease-linked alterations in DNA methylation {#S0004}
==========================================================

Brain epigenetics background {#S0004-S2001}
----------------------------

The unique characteristics of DNA methylation in the nervous system suggest that abnormal DNA methylation is likely to play critical roles in neurological disease. Brain has the highest overall level of DNA methylation of any human tissue other than thymus, as we reported in 1982 \[[103](#CIT0103)\]. However, it is now clear that a minor but appreciable fraction of that 'DNA methylation' is actually 5hmC and that brain (specifically nerve cells and especially Purkinje cells in the cerebellum) has by far the highest genomic content of 5hmC of any human tissue \[[107](#CIT0107)\]. In addition, human brain, unlike other postnatal tissues, has large amounts of 5mC outside of the CpG context (in mCpH; H, any base other than G). By adulthood, neurons have almost equal amounts of genomic 5mC in mCpG and mCpH. The mCpH levels increase rapidly from birth to mid-adolescence, a time of intense learning \[[107](#CIT0107)\]. There are differences among brain regions (especially cerebellum vs. other regions) in genomic 5mC, mCpH, and 5hmC content and levels of DNA methyltransferase (*DNMT*) and *TET* enzymes that catalyze genomic C modification \[[107](#CIT0107)--[110](#CIT0110)\]. However, these brain regional differences are probably influenced partly by differences in cell composition \[[111](#CIT0111)\]. Below are a few examples of the many studies that link neurological disease to DNA methylation as disease markers or as pathogenic changes.

Alzheimer's disease and DNA hypermethylation {#S0004-S2002}
--------------------------------------------

In a microbead-based methylome profiling of 73 post-mortem samples from late-onset Alzheimer's disease patients, brain region-specific differences in disease-associated hypermethylation and hypomethylation were found by Semick et al. \[[112](#CIT0112)\]. In this study, which compared cerebellum, hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex DNA in diseased and control individuals, the authors found that differences in cellular composition among the studied brain regions could not have accounted for the results. Alzheimer's-hypermethylated DNA sites, but not the almost equally common hypomethylated sites, were enriched in disease-relevant genes such as those involved in cell adhesion, immunity and calcium binding. Some of the genes associated with Alzheimer's disease in this study have also been implicated in other neurodegenerative diseases, such as Parkinson's disease \[[113](#CIT0113)\]. Therefore, as noted by Semick et al., the disease-related DNA methylation differences might be related to secondary disease processes, like neurodegeneration, or might be epiphenomena. Nonetheless, given the experimental evidence for the involvement of DNA methylation and hydroxymethylation in neurological function \[[109](#CIT0109),[114](#CIT0114)\], some of the 130 genes that had disease-linked expression changes, as well as associated DNA methylation changes, may well contribute to Alzheimer's disease pathogenesis.

Schizophrenia, depression, epilepsy, borderline personality disorder, and DNA hypermethylation {#S0004-S2003}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In a study of schizophrenia, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with variable methylation at a local CpG (cis-mQTLs) in 166 human fetal brain samples were identified \[[115](#CIT0115)\]. Many stringently defined mQTLs were significantly enriched in schizophrenia-associated SNPs, as determined from genome-wide association studies (GWAS). Therefore, some CpG sites with SNP-associated DNA methylation levels might contribute to the genetic risk of this disease. The functional importance of some of the schizophrenia-associated mQTLs was suggested by their highly significant enrichment in DNA sequence motifs recognized by the chromatin looping protein CTCF.

In an experimental rat model for epilepsy, the disease phenotype was associated with global DNA hypermethylation in the hippocampus \[[116](#CIT0116)\]. Transient treatment of the rats with adenosine augmentation therapy led to decreases in global DNA hypermethylation in the brain as well as suppression of seizures. Adenosine augmentation therapy has been proposed to function partially through the down-modulation of DNA methylation.

Among the complex neurological diseases with evidence for the involvement of DNA methylation changes is borderline personality disorder. Bisulfite pyrosequencing of saliva DNA sequences was tested for its ability to detect borderline personality disorder-linked hypermethylation at a promoter of the brain-related *BDNF* gene \[[41](#CIT0041)\]. This gene, which encodes a nerve growth factor implicated in mood disorders, showed small but significant increases in DNA methylation in patients, and these increases were dampened by psychotherapeutic treatment.

Clinically applicable DNA methylation assays for neurological diseases are being developed. Aref-Eshghi et al. \[[56](#CIT0056)\] are evaluating the use of microarrays for genome-wide DNA methylation profiles of blood samples to screen for and discriminate between nine neurodevelopment syndromes. These studies have the caveat of the question of the relevance of DNA methylation changes in blood (or other accessible tissues) to abnormal DNA methylation in brain disease, given the very tissue-specific DNA methylation profile of brain \[[28](#CIT0028)\]. For example, Story Jovanova et al. \[[42](#CIT0042)\] used DNA methylation-based epigenetic genome-wide association studies (EWAS) to look for associations of blood DNA methylation (microbead array assay) with depressive symptoms in thousands of individuals. Three CpGs displayed significant associations (P ≤ 6 x 10^−8^) and were replicated in a second population. However, in a database comparison of methylation of the three CpG sites in blood and in four regions of brain, only one of these CpGs showed a significant correlation with the same directionality in brain and in blood. Nonetheless, it has been postulated that in some neurological diseases there is multi-tissue disruption of the epigenetic machinery \[[56](#CIT0056)\], which could validate some of these surrogate-tissue assays.

*The fragile X syndrome and pathogenic DNA methylation targeted to the 5ʹ end of* FMR1 {#S0004-S2004}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The pathological contribution of DNA hypermethylation to brain disease has been most fully elucidated for the fragile X syndrome (FXS), a single-locus genetic disease that is responsible for the most frequent type of inherited cognitive impairment \[[52](#CIT0052)\]. This syndrome is caused by the expansion and hypermethylation of a tandem trinucleotide repeat (CGG) in the 5ʹ untranslated region of the *FMR1* gene. The adjacent promoter also becomes hypermethylated and inactive leading to the loss of the *FMR1* product, FMRP, an RNA binding protein, in neurons and consequent intellectual disability. Both the repeat and the promoter are part of the same CGI. Using dCas9-Tet1 editing with a GG(CGG)~6~NGG single guide RNA, DNA demethylation was recently targeted to the CGG repeat with minimal off-target effects in induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) derived from FXS patients \[[47](#CIT0047)\]. This demethylation spread to the promoter, and there was concomitant reactivation of *FMR1* gene expression to give 30--90% of wild-type *FMR1* RNA levels, depending on the FXS iPSC line that was used. *FMR1* transcription reactivation and cellular phenotype rescue was also observed in neurons derived from the treated iPSCs. However, directing demethylation to differentiated neurons, rather than to the iPSCs, gave only a 30% decrease in mCGG demethylation at the *FMR1* 5ʹ UTR, probably due to a much lower efficacy of targeted Tet1-initiated demethylation in post-mitotic cells. Although the expanded repeat itself might contribute to FXS, this study provides strong evidence for hypermethylation at the 5ʹ end of *FMR1* having a large role in the neurological dysfunction in this cognitive disorder.

Immunological disease and DNA hypermethylation {#S0005}
==============================================

Genetically programmed alterations in DNA methylation play important roles in the normal functioning of the immune system, such as in T-cell biology \[[117](#CIT0117)\]. Changes in DNMT and TET enzyme levels are responsible for some of these normal increases and decreases in DNA methylation (and hydroxymethylation) \[[118](#CIT0118),[119](#CIT0119)\]. Epigenetic changes help to drive the intricate pathways of postnatal differentiation of immune cells, their versatile and rapid responses to infection, and their induced-memory functions. Not unexpectedly, abnormal changes in DNA methylation are associated with autoimmune and autoinflammatory diseases. These include DNA hypermethylation in blood cells or synovial fibroblasts at certain gene regions in rheumatoid arthritis (RA; RA-related *CCR6* and *SPTBN1*), systemic sclerosis (SSc; SSc-related and Wnt-signal modulating *DKK1* and *SFRP1*), Sjogren's syndrome (T-cell development-related *RUNX1*), Graves' disease (autoimmunity-related *TSHR*), Type 1 diabetes (T-cell development-related *FOXP3*), and Crohn's disease (CD; CD-related *FASLG, S100A13* and *RIPK3*) \[[18](#CIT0018),[119](#CIT0119),[120](#CIT0120)\]. The study of epigenetics in the immune system is simplified by the accessibility of samples from the affected tissue but can be complicated by the heterogeneous and changing cellular composition of blood. However, this issue can be addressed by cell fractionation or by computational methods that usually rely on reference genomes \[[55](#CIT0055)\]. More research is needed on which DNA hypermethylated regions (and hypomethylated regions) characteristic for these diseases are causal vs. just disease markers.

Atherosclerosis, transdifferentiation, and DNA hypermethylation {#S0005-S2001}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Although atherosclerotic plaques are quite different from solid tumours, there are marked similarities between atherosclerosis and carcinogenesis, namely, the participation in both of oxidative stress, inflammation, angiogenesis, apoptosis, and proliferation by multiple clonal expansions to give oligoclonal progeny cells \[[121](#CIT0121),[122](#CIT0122)\]. Especially interesting are the changes in cellular differentiation that accompany both atherosclerosis and cancer formation (for aberrant cell differentiation in cancer, see the section on cancer stem cells above). In atherosclerosis, monocytes infiltrate the intima of the aortic wall and differentiate into macrophages. Smooth muscle cells (SMCs) can dedifferentiate and lose all or part of their normal contractile phenotype to give a constellation of states (synthetic SMC phenotype) that allows them to actively proliferate through clonal expansion, synthesize increased amounts of certain extra-cellular proteins, lose their ability to contract, and thereby facilitate atherosclerotic changes in the aortic arch \[[123](#CIT0123)\]. Some of the synthetic SMCs migrate into the atherosclerotic plaque itself as well as into the neointima of the aorta. In addition, some SMCs in the aorta transdifferentiate to acquire a subset of properties of monocytes and may form lipid-laden foam cells further contributing to atherosclerotic changes in the aortic arch \[[124](#CIT0124)\].

Using publicly available WGBS profiles of an atherosclerotic aorta, a matching control, and additional control aortas \[[1](#CIT0001),[125](#CIT0125)\], we confirmed that DNA hypermethylation predominates over DNA hypomethylation in atherosclerotic aorta \[[125](#CIT0125),[126](#CIT0126)\]. DNA hypermethylation was present in a large fraction of the cells from the diseased aorta, could not be explained by atherosclerosis-related monocyte/macrophage infiltration, and was preferentially located in tissue-specific enhancer chromatin regions found in normal aorta \[[126](#CIT0126)\]. Comparisons of atherosclerosis-associated differentially methylated regions (DMRs) and normal aorta-specific DMRs, monocyte DMRs, and other tissue-specific DMRs and known functions of genes associated with the atherosclerotic DMRs indicate that many SMCs in the atherosclerotic aorta had partially acquired a leukocyte-like epigenetic profile. The observed disease-related DNA hypermethylation might be the result of decreases in TET activity that have been linked to atherosclerosis \[[127](#CIT0127),[128](#CIT0128)\] (see section on TET enzymes below) and are associated with de novo methylation of certain normally unmethylated DNA regions \[[13](#CIT0013)\].

Osteoporosis and aberrant DNA methylation {#S0005-S2002}
-----------------------------------------

Differential methylation of promoters of genes has been implicated in the development and regulation of osteoblasts and osteoclasts \[[129](#CIT0129)\]. Wnt signalling genes, which as mentioned above, figure so prominently in many kinds of cancer \[[57](#CIT0057),[80](#CIT0080),[81](#CIT0081)\], are also important in bone development, and the expression of some of these genes is inversely linked to promoter hypermethylation in the skeletal system \[[129](#CIT0129)\]. Methylation profiling of blood DNA from osteoporotic women and age-matched controls using a microbead methylation platform identified hypermethylated CpGs and hypomethylated CpGs in diseased individuals vs. controls \[[43](#CIT0043)\]. A subset of these sites was tested and shown to have their abnormal methylation replicable by bisulfite-based pyrosequencing. Although only total blood cell DNA was examined, some of the methylation marker-associated genes have functionality that could explain their osteoporosis association. Another study implicating alterations in DNA methylation in osteoporosis demonstrated that the lack of mechanical loading of a hind limb in a rat osteoporosis model caused hypermethylation of the promoter of *H19* in femoral tissue \[[130](#CIT0130)\]. *H19* is an important imprinted gene for osteogenic differentiation of bone marrow stem cells \[[131](#CIT0131)\]. After three weeks of hindlimb disuse, there was bone loss, upregulation of *DNMT1*, and *H19* repression (which impacts bone homeostasis-related Erk signalling) accompanying *H19* promoter hypermethylation. In vivo administration of si*DNMT1* RNA to knockdown DNMT1 levels in bone resulted in significantly enhanced osteogenic function \[[130](#CIT0130)\]. This study provides an important animal model for understanding, at the level of epigenetic memory, the induction of osteoporosis in immobile individuals.

Causes of disease-associated DNA hypermethylation: the biochemical actors {#S0006}
=========================================================================

Changes in DNA methyltransferases {#S0006-S2001}
---------------------------------

One of the mechanisms for establishing disease-related DNA hypermethylation is a pathogenic increase in DNMT activity. This increase could involve the de novo DNA methyltransferases, DNMT3A and DNMT3B, whose main substrates are symmetrically unmethylated CpG dyads (unmethylated at 5ʹ-CpG-3ʹ/3ʹ-GpC-5ʹ), or the maintenance DNMT, DNMT1, which is mostly responsible for replication-linked DNA methylation of hemi-methylated subregions of DNA (5ʹ-5mCpG-3ʹ/3ʹ-GpC-5ʹ) but can also participate in de novo methylation \[[132](#CIT0132)--[134](#CIT0134)\].

Increases in DNMT activity may arise as follows: Increases in the amounts of the *DNMT1, DNMT3A* or *DNMT3B* mRNAs because of elevated transcription of their genes or decreased miRNA-induced degradation or translation inhibition of the *DNMT* RNAs \[[135](#CIT0135)\];Disruption of normal cell-cycle regulation of *DNMT* gene expression \[[136](#CIT0136)\];Generation of aberrant or unusual mRNA isoforms from *DNMT* genes \[[134](#CIT0134),[137](#CIT0137)\];Increases in the activity of proteins with which they partner for their DNA methylation activity (e.g., DNMT3L or UHRF1 \[[132](#CIT0132),[138](#CIT0138),[139](#CIT0139)\]);Decreases in degradation of DNMTs by changes in their post-translational modification \[[132](#CIT0132),[140](#CIT0140)\].

Disease-related increases in DNMT activity accompanying DNA hypermethylation have been reported most often for cancer but occasionally for other types of diseases, such as non-neoplastic brain or vascular disease \[[141](#CIT0141),[142](#CIT0142)\]. Because DNMT enzymes have preferences for methylating certain kinds of CpG-containing chromatin regions or DNA sequences (sequences flanking CpGs) and because de novo methylation often requires recruitment by sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins, increases in DNMT activity do not lead to uniform increases in CpG methylation throughout the genome \[[132](#CIT0132),[143](#CIT0143)\].

Changes in TET (DNA hydroxymethylating) enzymes {#S0006-S2002}
-----------------------------------------------

Maintaining 5mC levels in DNA requires removing adventitious gains in DNA methylation. Many studies indicate that the main pathways for this homeostatic DNA demethylation in humans involve the conversion of 5mC to 5hmC as the first step \[[13](#CIT0013),[144](#CIT0144)\]. This hydroxymethylation is followed by a kind of epigenetic repair that can occur either upon DNA replication or in its absence \[[2](#CIT0002),[12](#CIT0012)\]. Therefore, although 5hmC can be a stable base in DNA with its own distinct influence on transcription control \[[4](#CIT0004),[145](#CIT0145),[146](#CIT0146)\], a major role for this modified genomic base is acting as an intermediate in DNA demethylation. TET1, TET2 and TET3 are 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases that catalyze the formation of 5hmC from 5mC and further oxidize 5hmC. TET2-IDAX complexes, TET1, and TET3 bind preferentially to high concentrations of unmethylated CpGs in CGIs or in long methylation canyons via their CXXC Zn finger DNA-binding domains \[[147](#CIT0147)\]. This preference for mostly unmethylated, CpG-rich regions by TET enzymes allows them to serve as guardians for keeping such regions essentially free of 5mC. This can help explain why CpG island-promoter methylation increases upon TET enzyme depletion \[[13](#CIT0013)\]. It is probably partly through this mechanism that *TET* genes can function as tumour suppressor genes \[[81](#CIT0081),[82](#CIT0082)\]. Decreases in TET enzyme activity are seen not only in cancer but also in certain non-neoplastic diseases, e.g., the loss of TET2 enzyme activity in the intimal layer of aorta in atherosclerosis \[[128](#CIT0128)\].

Aberrant DNA hypermethylation may arise by repression of the TET pathway for DNA demethylation as follows: Mutation of *TET* genes, especially *TET2*, e.g., in \~45% of examined chronic myelomonocytic leukemias \[[12](#CIT0012)\];*TET1* CGI-promoter hypermethylation in primary cancers; this abnormal methylation is associated with repression of *TET1* and is implicated in decreased genome-wide removal of aberrant de novo DNA hypermethylation \[[82](#CIT0082)\];Post-transcriptional changes in TET proteins, e.g., by miRNA targeting \[[148](#CIT0148)\];Gain-of-function mutations in *IDH1* or *IDH2* isocitrate dehydrogenase interfering with the α-ketoglutarate cofactor for TET-catalyzed hydroxymethylation of DNA \[[149](#CIT0149)\]; these mutations can lead to extensive gains in DNA methylation in cancer \[[60](#CIT0060)\].

Remarkably, in acute myelogenous leukaemias containing both DNA hypermethylation-provoking *IDH2* mutations and DNA hypomethylating *DNMT3A* mutations, these two types of mutations seem to functionally oppose one another to give lower overall rates of DNA methylation change than seen in leukaemias with only one of the two genes mutated \[[85](#CIT0085)\].

Changes in chromatin structure {#S0006-S2003}
------------------------------

DNA methylation and chromatin structure influence each other in various ways \[[1](#CIT0001),[102](#CIT0102),[133](#CIT0133),[150](#CIT0150)\] either by one driving the other or by acting jointly. The following is a summary of some of the ways that DNA methylation is influenced by chromatin structure.

DNMTs can be recruited to DNA sequences by the following chromatin proteins or chromatin modifications: Certain histone modifying enzymes or complexes \[[133](#CIT0133)\], such as PRMT5 \[[151](#CIT0151)\];Chromatin regions enriched in certain histone modifications, e.g., DNMT3B recruitment by H3K36me3 in actively transcribed gene bodies \[[134](#CIT0134)\];The DNA replication machinery during maintenance replication, including UHRF1 recruiting DNMT1 to newly replicated, hemi-methylated DNA regions \[[134](#CIT0134)\];Proteins that bind selectively to and are part of certain types of chromatin, e.g., heterochromatin protein HP1 \[[133](#CIT0133)\].

Selective recruitment of DNA modifying enzymes by transcription factors {#S0006-S2004}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Although the binding of some TFs can help protect against cancer-related DNA hypermethylation at CGIs \[[37](#CIT0037)\], a variety of other TFs by themselves or in conjunction with histone modification enzymes recruit DNMTs to DNA \[[102](#CIT0102),[133](#CIT0133),[152](#CIT0152)\]. These include P53, E2F6 and the methylated DNA-preferring MBD2 \[[133](#CIT0133),[153](#CIT0153)\]. In addition, certain ncRNAs can direct some of the de novo DNA methylation (and DNA demethylation) in cancer to specific DNA sequences or chromatin locations \[[154](#CIT0154)\].

Physiological and environmental factors contributing to disease-associated DNA hypermethylation {#S0007}
===============================================================================================

As discussed above in the section on osteoporosis, DNA methylation is altered not only in a tissue-specific and cell type-specific manner but also with certain physiological changes, although to a much lesser extent. Obesity is known to be associated with changes in DNA methylation as well as with a proclivity to develop certain diseases, notably, type 2 diabetes \[[155](#CIT0155)\]. There is evidence that the intrauterine environment, physical inactivity and diet can affect both obesity and DNA methylation \[[156](#CIT0156)\]. Moreover, using Mendelian randomization analysis (which compares GWAS and EWAS data) of methylomes from blood and GWAS data for obesity as well as an adipose DNA methylation database, Wahl et al. \[[155](#CIT0155)\] concluded that the associations of blood or adipose DNA hypermethylation with obesity in large populations of individuals are primarily the consequence of obesity and not its cause. Among the many deleterious environmental changes linked to DNA hypermethylation and/or hypomethylation are smoking and prolonged morphine use, including at genes implicated in cancer (for smoking) or neural function (for morphine use) as seen in a meta-analysis of DNA methylation in human blood and buccal samples \[[157](#CIT0157)\] or in a rat model \[[158](#CIT0158)\]. Similarly, the relevance to cancer of many smoking-associated hypermethylated CpGs in the deduced epithelial compartment of buccal swab samples was demonstrated by comparison of methylomes from buccal cells (from smokers or non-smokers) and lung cancer \[[45](#CIT0045)\].

Stochastic & age-related factors favouring DNA hypermethylation and disease {#S0008}
===========================================================================

There is some heterogeneity in DNA methylation patterns within the same cell type even among replicate cell clones at individual CpGs, and this heterogeneity appears to be partly stochastic \[[159](#CIT0159)\]. Related to this variation is the discovery that the best biochemical correlate of ageing in humans is the progressive accumulation of DNA hypermethylation at certain CpGs and hypomethylation at others in a partially tissue-independent manner \[[160](#CIT0160)\]. Moreover, superimposed on this DNA methylation clock of chronological age is a health-predictor function of DNA methylation at age-related epigenetically unstable CpG sites. DNA methylation in blood at these methylation/age CpGs has been reported to be an even better predictor of all-cause mortality than chronological age \[[161](#CIT0161)\].

This methylation clock is associated with diet and obesity, smoking, alcohol use, prolonged psychological stress, social class, an increased risk of breast cancer, and physical and mental fitness, but not with the number of cell divisions \[[160](#CIT0160),[162](#CIT0162)\]. Using a DNA methylation clock, Horvath et al. \[[163](#CIT0163)\] found that cancers display significant age-acceleration and that ESC and iPSC exhibit apparent ages close to zero \[[160](#CIT0160)\]! Furthermore, Hutchinson Gilford Progeria Syndrome (HGPS) patients, who experience an early, drastic, and eventually fatal acceleration of ageing, display increased molecular ageing in their skin fibroblast cultures (patients \< 10 yo, p = 0.02; all patients, p = 0.06). This was demonstrated by monitoring methylation at 391 CpGs in various parts of the genome in HGPS vs. control fibroblast cultures.

McKinney et al. \[[164](#CIT0164)\] analyzed changes in DNA methylation in postmortem orbital frontal cortex from individuals of different ages and demonstrated that age-associated DNA hypermethylation was more prevalent than hypomethylation. These age-related epigenetic changes were preferentially found at risk genes for schizophrenia, Alzheimer's disease and major depressive disorder. They occurred more often in genes that exhibited age-associated changes in expression. CpGs at least 2 kb distant from CGIs were the favoured sites for these methylation changes.

A study by Tao et al. \[[46](#CIT0046)\] of DNA hypermethylation in colon adenocarcinomas at CIMP-associated CGIs provided evidence that ageing-related CIMP-type hypermethylation contributes to carcinogenesis. They generated a mouse colon-derived organoid model with a *Braf^V600E^* mutant proto-oncogene that could be experimentally activated. *Braf* is a MAPK signalling gene whose up-regulatory mutation can lead to either cell proliferation or, in pre-malignant lesions, to tumour-suppressing cell senescence (oncogene-induced senescence) \[[165](#CIT0165)\]. Tao et al. found that colon organoids expressing *Braf^V600E^* display a dysplastic phenotype when cultured for 2--3 months after *Braf^V600E^* activation. Only after several more months of culturing is a frankly malignant phenotype acquired by the organoids, including elevated expression of stem cell-associated genes and cancer-like autonomous activation of Wnt signalling. The long-term culture of the organoids was not consistently associated with the generation of key cancer-driver mutations but was invariably linked to progressive CIMP-type CGI-promoter hypermethylation whose gene targets partly overlapped those seen in human colon adenocarcinomas. There was also significant overlap of genes that became promoter-hypermethylated upon long-term culture of the *Braf^V600E^*-activated colon organoids and those that are hypermethylated in aged normal colon organoids and aged mouse colon. Using CRISPR mediation on two-month-old *Braf^V600E^-*expressing colon organoids, Tao et al. concurrently inactivated four cell-cycle or Wnt regulator genes (*Cdkn2a, Cdx2, Sfrp4*, and *Sox17*) that are subject to CIMP in vivo in proximal colon adenocarcinomas. Knockout of these four genes led to tumour-like growth after [only]{.ul} a short incubation of the organoid subsequent to *Braf^V600E^*activation, thereby apparently accelerating tumorigenesis. Of these four genes, only three, *Cdkn2a*, *Sfrp4*, and *Sox17*, were subject to promoter hypermethylation in the *Braf^V600E^*-activated organoids. *Cdx2* was progressively repressed in the organoids without promoter hypermethylation although it displays CIMP-associated hypermethylation in proximal colon adenocarcinomas. Overall, the findings from this study are consistent with the authors' hypothesis of the biological importance of CIMP at promoters that are repressed in normal cells by PcG chromatin marks. Cancer-associated and age-related DNA hypermethylation at CGI promoters may result in more stable inactivation of some key tumour suppressor genes than is obtained by their PcG repression in non-tumour cells. In the case of *Braf^V600E^*-driven carcinogenesis, a small subset of the genes with cancer-hypermethylated CGI promoters (rather than the very many bystander-methylated genes) might allow the pre-cancerous cells to avoid *Braf^V600E^*-induced cell senescence during tumour formation.

Conclusions {#S0009}
===========

There is very much evidence indicating causal roles for a subset of disease-linked alterations in DNA methylation. These findings are consistent with disease-associated acceleration of the DNA methylation-based molecular clock in cancer and HGPS (a premature ageing syndrome) and with parallels between ageing-linked changes in DNA methylation and many ageing-associated diseases. New insights into how altered DNA methylation affects or just monitors disease need to be translated into more clinical applications. First, many more diagnostic or prognostic assays should be developed for clinical use to detect aberrant, disease-related DNA methylation in either the target tissue, when it is accessible, or blood, sputum, buccal cells, or feces samples, when they are informative surrogates for the target tissue or contain DNA released from the target tissue. These assays should have the necessary specificity, sensitivity, precision and ease of handling. Secondly, despite the difficulties of in vivo molecular targeting using genetic technology and the concerns about off-target effects, there should be more research on the development of DNA sequence-specific epigenetic treatments, as modeled in a recent study in which part of the phenotype of the FXS mental retardation syndrome was reversed in cultured cells using CRISPR-mediated targeted demethylation \[[47](#CIT0047)\].

In the case of cancer treatment, personalized therapy is gaining recognition as being of the utmost importance because of the high variability in the resistance of cancers of a given type to many standard treatment protocols. This resistance is due, in part, to epigenetic heterogeneity between cancer subtypes and within malignant lesions. Cancer stem cells, which are critical to carcinogenesis and metastasis, often have different sensitivities to a given cancer treatment than do the cells in the bulk of the tumour probably due to differences in their epigenetics and genetics \[[59](#CIT0059),[80](#CIT0080),[106](#CIT0106),[166](#CIT0166)\]. Challenging future clinical applications of epigenetics to cancer are the inclusion of CSC markers as well as bulk cancer markers in diagnostic and treatment-decision assays and the development of treatments aimed at CSCs (as well as bulk cancer cells) while sparing normal stem cells.
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